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Two former WJB Capital Group Inc. executives pleaded

guilty to running a scheme to defraud investors of more than $11 million in a bid to prop up the now-defunct
broker-dealer.
Ex-WJB Chief Executive Officer Craig A. Rothfeld, 44, of Manhattan and co-founder Michael N. Romano, 43,
of Commack, New York, admitted their guilt to grand larceny and other charges Wednesday in state court in
Manhattan in return for prison terms of 1 1/2 years to 4 1/2 years.
Rothfeld and Romano said at the hearing that they stole more than $1 million each from WJB by lying to
lenders -- including friends, family and company employees -- about the firm’s finances and promising the
money would be used to expand the business.
Both men said they used some of the money for personal expenses, including payments for Rothfeld’s homes in
Manhattan and the Hamptons, as well as hotel stays, luxury cars and visits to nightclubs.
“This was a company that was trying to keep itself alive,” Rothfeld’s lawyer, Marc Agnifilo, said after the
hearing. “The economy changed and the financial reality changed.”

Shut Down
WJB halted operations in January 2012 amid slower trading, a shortage of capital and interest rates of 25
percent on some debts, forcing more than 100 employees out of work, according to prosecutors. A third
defendant, Gregory Maleski, 41, of Massapequa, New York, who served as the firm’s chief financial officer, is
scheduled to appear in court Friday.
Romano didn’t set out to steal from anyone or use the firm’s money improperly, his lawyer, Edward Sapone,
said outside court. The “perfect storm” of the 2008 financial crisis, expenditures that were “legitimate yet
exorbitant,” and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority’s decision to disallow some capital to be used led
to the firm’s demise, Sapone said.
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“That’s when Mr. Romano made the mistakes that he made,” Sapone said, adding that his client is also battling
an alcohol problem. “At all times he wanted to keep the business alive so he, his partners and his employees had
a place to go every morning.”
Both men will be required to pay restitution of more than $1 million each.
Emily Tuttle, a spokeswoman for Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr., declined to comment on the
pleas.
Rothfeld and Romano had faced as long as nine years in prison if convicted of the charges against them. They
are scheduled to be sentenced in October.
The case is New York v. Romano, 00051/2014, New York State Supreme Court, New York County
(Manhattan).
Before it's here, it's on the Bloomberg Terminal.
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Online gambling, bitcoin scam, money laundering among charges
Hackers took data on 100 million customers, U.S. alleges
The U.S. described a vast, multi-year criminal enterprise centering on hacks of at least nine big financial and
publishing firms and the theft of information on 100 million of their customers that fueled a web of stock

manipulation, credit-card fraud and illegal online casinos.
Two indictments, unsealed Tuesday, tied three of four suspects to previously reported hacks of JPMorgan Chase
& Co., E*Trade Financial Corp., Scottrade Financial Services Inc. and Dow Jones & Co., a unit of News Corp.
Hackers and conspirators in more than a dozen
countries generated hundreds of millions of dollars in
illicit proceeds on pump-and-dump stock schemes and

QUICKTAKE

Cybersecurity

particularly lucrative online gambling, prosecutors
said.
From 2012 to mid-2015, the suspects and their co-conspirators successfully manipulated dozens of publicly
traded stocks, sent misleading pitches to clients of banks and brokerages whose e-mail addresses they’d
stolen, and profited by using trading accounts set up under fake names, prosecutors said.
Along the way, members of the ring tried to extract nonpublic information from financial corporations,
processed payment information for fake pharmaceuticals and fake anti-virus software, falsified passports and
took control of a New Jersey credit union, said prosecutors. They used 75 companies and bank and brokerage
accounts around the world to launder money, prosecutors wrote. Other alleged offenses include hacking,
securities fraud, wire fraud and identity theft.
The global network stretched from Israel to the U.S., with a dozen online casinos and payments that ran through
Cyprus, Azerbaijan and Switzerland.
The co-conspirators deceived financial institutions into processing and authorizing payments to and from the
casino companies and others, prosecutors wrote in their latest indictment of Gery Shalon, Joshua Aaron and Ziv
Orenstein, who they say are at the center of the scheme. Shalon and Orenstein were arrested in Israel in July.
Aaron remains at large.
“They colluded with corrupt international bank officials who willfully ignored its criminal nature in order to
profit from, as a co-conspirator described it to Shalon, their payment processing
‘casino/software/pharmaceutical cocktail’,” according to the indictment of the three.
Anthony Murgio, who was arrested in Florida in July, was indicted separately for crimes related to a Bitcoinexchange service and the takeover of a New Jersey credit union to further the business.
Shalon was the leader and self-described “founder” of the sprawling cybercriminal enterprise, which the
indictment describes as having hundreds of employees and co-conspirators. In one case, according to the
indictment, he boasted that a profitable stock sale was a “small step towards a large empire.”
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“We buy them [i.e., stocks] very cheap, perform machinations, then play with them,” Shalon is cited as
explaining to a co-conspirator. Responding to the co-conspirator’s rhetorical question about whether buying
stocks was popular among Americans, he said: “It’s like drinking freaking vodka in Russia.”
Shalon -- an Israeli citizen who also went by the names Garri Shalelashvili, Phillipe Mousset and Christopher
Engeham -- directed hacks to further his market-manipulation and Internet gambling schemes, the indictment
said. Shalon concealed at least $100 million in Swiss and other bank accounts, it said.
The new allegations against the four broaden dramatically the scope of a wide-ranging criminal enterprise with
hacking at its core. Outlines of the government’s case against the men emerged with their arrest in July, when
Shalon, Orenstein and Aaron were implicated in a pump-and-dump scheme.
The three men were linked to hacks of JPMorgan, Fidelity Investments Ltd. and E*Trade, Bloomberg News
reported at the time.
The hackers located some 10 million e-mail addresses of customers and stole millions of those from Dow Jones,
identified as Victim 8 in the indictment. In October, the company disclosed that its computer systems had been
hacked. As part of that disclosure, Dow Jones Chief Executive Officer William Lewis said that some customer
payment information may have been compromised -- on no more than 3,500 accounts -- and that it was
unknown whether other information had been taken.
A week earlier, Scottrade disclosed that it had been hacked and that information on 4.6 million customers had
been taken.
According to the indictment, Shalom and a co-conspirator expanded their efforts to seek material non-public
information from firms they were hacking. In one e-mail, they referred to seeking "interesting info" from top
managers at Victim 5, a St. Louis brokerage firm now confirmed as Scottrade.
A spokeswoman for Dow Jones said in a statement: "The indictment unsealed today refers to the public
disclosure we made on October 9. The government’s investigation is ongoing, and we continue to cooperate
with law enforcement."
The hack of Fidelity has been previously reported. The company said it has no indication that any customer
accounts, customer information or related systems were affected. E*Trade confirmed it was attacked in late
2013 but declined to provide more information.
“We continue to cooperate with law enforcement in fighting cybercrime,” JPMorgan spokeswoman Trish
Wexler said in a statement.
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U.S. Attorney Preet Bharara in Manhattan has scheduled a press conference for Tuesday to explain the charges.
Before it's here, it's on the Bloomberg Terminal.
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